Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer graphics and digital video processing technology, 2-dimensional video cannot satisfy people's growing demand, threedimensional televisions towards a more natural and live visual home entertainment experience, which attracted intensive research interests and has become the next logical development [1] . The multi-view video system consists of many texture views captured by cameras [2] , since multi-view camera sets acquired the same scene from different viewpoints, they contains large amount of redundant information. Restricted to the limited bandwidth, we cannot transmit all the captured pictures. The common solution is to synthesize the intermediate views; the traditional method is using DIBR (depth image based rendering).
Multi-view Video plus Depth (MVD) data format enables advanced video synthesis method in which depth map plays an important role in the view synthesis for 3D video applications, depth map is a gray image, the darker regions in the depth map represent far-off objects and lighter regions represent closer objects. With smooth regions and sharp edges in depth map, the most important information rely in the edge region, so we need to find efficient method to estimate and compress an accurate depth map with edge parts.
At present, the depth map can be acquisition from depth camera and depth estimation algorithm. For example, computing the depth map algorithmically by stereo matching, or using depth-sensing devices or range-finding cameras. Among them, the depth-sensing devices including TOF camera, stereo camera, laser scanner, camera light structure, etc. [3] . These sensors are using light volatility to measure the distance from the object's surfaces to the camera. But their principle is different. TOF camera detection distance according to the object surface reflection phase shift, however, the depth camera is based on the observed picture, using the depth estimation algorithm to obtain depth information, to produce a gap. On the other side, most of the depth estimation algorithm of 3d video system is based on energy minimization framework of global method. Energy function contains data item and smooth item. Data item or matching cost item usually gets from the difference of matching point strength or color. Generally, neighborhood pixels parallax around the object boundary is smooth, smooth item commonly used algorithm of minimum energy is incredibly spread [4, 5] and graph cut [6, 7] . For the depth map estimation, MPEG put forward View Synthesis reference software (VSRS), by stereo matching estimation algorithm to obtain the depth of the data. Although these methods can give the scene a more accurate representation of geometry, which is complicated in calculation, so it's hard real -time implementation. In general, not like the traditional image sensor, the depth camera is expensive and depth detection distance is small, while stereo matching algorithm is usually with good effect, but high complexity.
In 2010, Microsoft introduced X360 as kinect's external device, which mainly has a camera, infrared camera, infrared projectors, a set of mic and motor. Microsoft's kinect sensor has the highest influence on the robotics and mechatroni cs communities in the last three years, which can generates a dense depth map and color image of the scene , the resolution is typically 640×480 at real-time rate of 30 frames/sec, which is comparable to a time-of-flight camera [8] .
Compressive sensing theory is a hot research area in image processing, such as image denoising, image coding, etc., CS theory enable certain images can be reconstruct from far fewer measurements which breaks the limitation of Nyquist sampling criterion and has worldwide used [9] [10] . Compressed sensing reconstruction algorithm can be divided into two categories: the convex optimization algorithm, greedy algorithm. The convex optimization algorithm by adding constraints to obtain the sparse representation, and the reconstruction method including the basis pursuit method and variation total algorithm, which can get good reconstruction result. Greedy algorithm is based on the orthogonal matching pursuit method. The reconstruction precision is lower than convex optimization algorithm [11] .
As we all known that the conditional depth map compression method such as H.264 using prediction method to estimate the neighboring area, which only considering the horizontal, vertical or diagonal edges ,which cannot efficiently predict edge blocks for depth map with arbitrary edge shapes and reduce the extra bits [12] . On the other hand, CS method can be more efficient to compress depth map and preserve the edge area than traditional method.
In this paper, we propose an improved depth map coding method incorporated with the compressed sensing theory to improve the quality of intermediate view, which plays an important role in the 3D video applications [13] , and the efficient compression of depth map is need to reduce the extra bits.
Optimization of depth map based on GMM
Despite the kinect sensor has apparent advantages, there are still some disadvantages in the Kinect generated depth maps. The kinect sensor consisting of an infrared projector and an infrared camera at distance of 7.5cm. The projector using an IR laser with 830nm wavelength capturing the scene and calculate correspondence between projector and the camera. But in some special surfaces like glass wall which deflect infrared light result in losing depth value in such areas. The area that losing depth value is referred to as a "hole" with zero depth value [14, 15] , as their depth cannot be captured.
In the real scene, usually exist multiple foreground objects take on the characteristics of the multimodal, so, we need to use multiple probability model to describe the change. Gaussian mixture model can use more distribution to analysis more changeable object, it is the effective method to solve the problem of multiple modal. The method is based on ( , ) , , 
(2) We capturing the first frame of depth map and texture map as the initial maps and use frame difference method for the background update, after that we using background depth value to fill the hole in the current frame.
Overview of Compressive Sensing
Nyquist sampling criterion prove that signal can be exactly reconstructed from sampling signal at sampling rate greater than two times bandwidth. CS theory break the Nyquist sampling criterion, and predict that many signals can be represented or approximated with only a few coefficients in a suitable basis [18] [19] [20] . Suppose a spare signal X, ,is a K-sparse when it has at most K nonzero elements, and the number K N.Consider X can be represented by a set of orthonormal
, is a coefficient vector. We can express the sampling process as follows:
Where Y is the measurement, and  is the M x N measurement matrix that takes M number of measurement from X.
According to the CS theory, we can recover the K-sparse signal X by estimating X from the measurement Y. So we have to find the sparsest solution from minimization problem as the following description:
by solving the minimization L1-norm problem ,we can perfectly reconstruct X
Depth Map Reconstruction and View Rendering
Depth map plays an important role in the view rendering in 3D video applications [21] .We find that depth map usually has large smooth areas and very sharp edges, which result in sparse gradient, so We incorporate an additional total variation (TV) minimization for reconstruct the depth map for preserving the edges and avoid introducing noise to the results. We reconstruct the data by Using the reconstructed disparity mapd computed by performing above method, we can get the desired 
Results
To test the efficiency of our method, in this section, we present simulation results to show that our algorithm is good at staircase artifact; we use a Microsoft Kinect depth sensor connected to a computer running the Windows 7 operating system. The depth maps and the corresponding color images, the color image is a three channel RGB image and the depth map is a single channel gray image. The proposed method is implementing in MATLAB, C, and OpenCV.
The results of the proposed algorithm can be seen in Figure 1 and it is clear that all the holes have been filled and the edges have been refined. In Figure 2 , the view rendering quality of the proposed algorithm is compared with the method that not using the CS theory, we can see that the proposed method outperforms. The subjective quality difference can be clearly observed among the enlarged portions of above images, shown as Figure 2 (h)), respectively. Note that, the edge and texture can be preserved well in our method, which indicates that the depths change smoothly and consistently, so that our method generates intermediate views with higher quality. 
Conclusion
With further research about depth extraction and multi-view render, we investigated a depth extraction method by Kinect for the view rendering. By using GMM algorithm and CS theory, large gaps could be filled without blurring between foregrounds and background and efficiently estimate the depth map with arbitrary edge shapes. Experiments show that this algorithm effectively filling the holes in the depth map.
